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* * * 

Quote from Scientific Experiment results: 

“I am obliged to conclude that a cardboard replica of the Cheops Pyramid is not just a 

random arrangement of pieces of paper, but does have special properties.” Lyall Watson, 

Author of Supernatural. 

* * * 
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Pyramids as Pyramid Storm Shield Shelters  
(PSSS) 

Forewarnings through mass public disclosure about the protective capacity of 

pyramid shape constructions could have saved so many lives and avoided much of the  

immense devastation to property during the onslaught of  hurricane SANDY in 2012 and  

the mighty, destructive and deadly tornado which swept through Moore, Oklahoma, 

USA, in May 2013, just a mere two days prior to my scribing this information! 

If preventative preparation had been enacted previous to the disaster, through the 

construction of a 44 meter (about 150 feet in height) protective pyramid structure, this  

would have provided a PSSS storm shield and most probably prevented the course of 

Hurricane Sandy from reaching an area within 200 miles of New York City and the town 

of Moore, in Oklahoma. 

A basic, empty sided,  pyramid construction, erected using low cost materials, such 

as PVC piping, could be completed in a matter of months. Naturally, a larger investment 

would provide a more permanent and solid structure to offer a total protective shield  

against bad storms, cyclones, hurricanes, typhoons, earthquakes etc. for the desired safety 

of citizens and property alike and in the long term, through the saving of public 

compensation and re-building, would return the initial outlay. 

 

.................................................................... 

Free Pyramid Energy 

“Armed with the knowledge regarding the properties and qualities of pyramid energy 
emissions, we can heal and protect the earth. It appears that life itself, has an unrevealed 
(to date) energy field that supports its own existence and which is emanated directly from 
the earth – and then harnessed through unique pyramid structures. 
 
Radiation can quickly be reduced, ozone holes, closed up, earthquakes and severe 
weather reduced or even eliminated, water purified, crops improved, illness and disease 
dramatically lessened, buildings made far stronger and safer and even crime, terrorism 
and mental illnesses greatly reduced – if not wiped out entirely. All these things we 
consider to be separate problems, well beyond the capacity of one person to manage, can 
now be seen as a part of the international Whole” 

—David Wilcock — (Paraphrased) The Source Field Investigations, Published by 

DUTTON 
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Preface by Author 

FREE ENERGY 

Is  a “non-stop flow”  of  FREE PYRAMID ENERGY, actually possible? 

It certainly, emphatically, is so! 

    Most readers of this introduction booklet will be absolutely astounded upon 
discovering that top scientists in Russia , more than twenty years ago, initiated scientific 
tests and documented their results. They based their research on Dr. Patrick Flanagan's 
best seller, Pyramid Power, which revealed to the world, in the early 1970s, the potential 
social utilities of pyramid energy. 

    The Russian scientists did indeed unveil a host of astoundingly powerful and naturally 

beneficial potentials within and surrounding the magnetic fields of geometric forms of  

pyramids and  furthermore experimented with various heights and angles of several 

pyramid structures to verify the difference in emissions of energies. Apparently they were 

able to confirm previous, historic knowledge , whilst discovering new potentials for the 

improvement and advancement of life on Earth in the future. 

 To date, more than 50 huge pyramids have been constructed, and are fully 

functioning in Russia and the Ukraine. One of these, built beside a beautiful lake, has a 

height of 33 meters (almost 150 feet). 

PLEASE NOTE: 

Twenty prematurely born babies, all of whom were diagnosed to be  in near death 

conditions, were each fed just a few milliliters of tap water—far less than an ounce—

which had been deposited inside  one of the above mentioned pyramids. To the joy of 

their parents and to the elation of the scientists, each one of those precious prematurely 

born babies survived. 

What may even be more astonishing to many readers is the fact that although 

humanity now undoubtedly has perfectly documented access to perpetual FREE 

ENERGY and therefore the means to potentially heal and protect all citizens on the face 

of the Earth, VERY FEW INDIVIDUALS ACTUALLY KNOW ABOUT IT !!! 
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FREE PYRAMID ENERGY has been found to be  more  effective than all the  well-

meaning activities of global Green Movements in the last decade. 

In the light of  scientific research and testing, together with  factual results produced 

from  present day pyramid constructions, it appears to be crystal clear that this important 

information has been deliberately withheld from being publically disclosed.  

I am of the opinion that by the time  you have finished reading this booklet, you too, 

will also have arrived at the conclusion that a powerful global group, operating within a 

circuit of their own selfish financial interests, have obstructed any and all FREE 

ENERGY systems from becoming general public knowledge and therefore allowed into 

production on a mass scale for the benefit of citizens in every country. The members of 

these “rich beyond measure” corporations, banking affiliations, and WORLD 

CONTROLLERS are driven purely by greed and daily worship to their monetary god;  

and seek not to serve others but to totally enslave  all other beings on Earth unto their 

power.  

Fortunately, enough awakened human souls on Earth have managed to keep the 

“BEAST”—as known in Biblical terms—at bay. These “whistle-blowers” have prevented 

the “beast” from using their influence to maneuver the U.N. and the powerful dark 

governments to pass national and international laws and regulations that would obstruct 

the TRUTH from being divulged on our vast worldwide internet, our major truly open 

and  free international communications system.  

There is absolutely no doubt in my mind that  pyramid power, as  described by Dr. 

Patrick Flanagan in his book of the same name (published in the early 1970s), and the 

brilliant research and development by Russian scientists will soon be known worldwide 

via our collective disclosure movement.  

WHEN WE THE PEOPLE LEAD, THE LEADERS OF WORLD GOVERNMENTS 

MUST FOLLOW. 

Humanity now possesses  easy instructions  to construct an ultra low cost source of  

FREE  pyramid energy for the swift revitalization of Mother Earth—as well as rapidly 

rejuvenating the cells of every man, woman and child.  

The key to this end, paradoxically, is through vigorous, social networking by all of us 

to diffuse the information via the internet.  
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FREE healing and protective pyramid energy can provide humanity with a rapid, 

smooth transitional leap into the long time prophesied Golden Age on Earth—whereupon 

freedom, peace, love, joy and abundance for each and ALL is not only truly possible, but 

highly probable.  

So be it. All is well. Bless us all.  

WE are ONE in the ONENESS of All that Is....  
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Foreword 

Four Points Worth Considering  

Point 1:  

In the early 1970s Dr. Patrick Flanagan’s bestseller, Pyramid Power (sales of 1.5 

million hardcover books) paved the way for a  movement which will lead every dear 

member of humanity into a Golden Age of revitalization, peace, abundance and eternal 

well-being.  

Later, top teams of dedicated Russian research and development scientists followed 

up Dr. Flanagan's pioneering work.  

The Russian scientists gradually built  pyramid structures and rigorously tested and 

documented a myriad of astounding FREE ENERGY healing activities showing  

miraculously revitalizing results, as described in Chapter 3 of this booklet.  

By building or buying a pyramid, you are effortlessly creating and expanding the 

release of this important information to your fellow man. To become a way shower is the 

duty and responsibility of all who join our Movement.  

 As we the people take the lead, world governors must surely follow ! 

Point 2:  

All the major news media in the world are either owned or are under the influence of  

powerful members of the “world’s controllers.” They may also be known as the Military-

Industrial-Complex, the BEAST, the Illuminati, the Dark Cabal, or the Dark 

Brotherhood. They hold a firm financial reign of power over all major worldwide energy 

production and rebuke any mention of “free energy” or free anything. Thus any genuine 

disclosure of FREE ENERGY devices or FREE healing energy is promptly ridiculed. For 

more than a century, they have engrained into the public’s mind through false scientific 

notions that FREE “perpetual motion” machines or devices are contradictory to modern 

science.  

Thus, any idea that major news media would ever  report the well-documented 

Russian scientists' results  of their experiments is pure illusion.  
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However, “we the people” will do it. We are the ones who must and who will give 

out this news on  social networks, as we collectively, clearly demand  that our world 

leaders follow our decisions or rightly lose their powerful “office” of leadership.  

Let it be so!   

Point 3:  

So it is obviously imperative that small groups  begin to form and to meet together in 

towns ,villages ,cities and communities worldwide and eventually merge together 

internationally.  

Hopefully by sharing  the information in this FREE booklet on social networks to 

reach the  “we the people collective power.” This will be a step into the  Golden Age 

where continual FREE PYRAMID energy structures can provide healing and energy to 

humanity and all forms of  life on our dear Mother Earth.  

It is desirable that a collective of small and large member groups will  coalesce 

together worldwide as ONE very mighty, unstoppable power, whose aim is for the 

greater good (greater GOD) on Earth.  

WE can do it. WE will DO it.  

May I ask you to hold this  uplifting thought deep in your soul and mind as you 

ponder and gleefully share—what is truthfully disclosed in this FREE booklet.  

IMAGINE.... a  world with an abundance of towering majestic PYRAMID energy 

structures proudly erected both privately and publicly in every town, city, nation and, in 

all Public Parks.   

Point 4:  

It does not really matter whether you BUILD your own or BUY a ready-made  

pyramid structure, each  pyramid adds energy and positivity to everyone  around the 

globe and contributes to a  peaceful, more abundant and infinitely joyful Golden Age on 

Earth with FREE ENERGY for all.  
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Now please “read on” to understand why I am personally inviting you to become a 

much appreciated, active member of our worldwide movement whose aim is to reveal  all 

the available information about PYRAMID ENERGY.  

Think it through.  

I will ask you again AFTER you have read and pondered through this entire 

booklet—in my Author's Final Afterword.  
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Chapter 1  

Dr. Patrick Flanagan's Pioneering  
Bestseller, entitled “Pyramid Power”  

t was intentional for the first two chapters of this booklet to focus upon the scientific 

research of two dynamic souls; Dr. Patrick Flanagan and David Wilcock, both of 

whom appear to be humanly embodied  at this time  to help Humanity to awaken 

from a very long, deep, consciousness similar to an almost “sleep-walking ” state.  

I hold both of these clearly magnificent  human souls in my highest personal esteem. 

I  have the pleasure of  personally having met and come to know quite well  Brother 

Patrick Flanagan.  

I do not personally know David Wilcock in this lifetime, as of yet, but  I do feel there 

is an eternal bond of  spiritual brotherhood that we  three share within our efforts to 

disclose this information to the general public.  

Indeed, both Dr. Patrick Flanagan and David Wilcock have both done so very much 

to  help Humanity to step out of earth’s long Age of DARKNESS and step into the bright 

LIGHT of a New Golden Age of Light, Love and Abundance.  

There are no accidental or chance meetings. When the time is right, the ever-present 

Universal Law of Attraction will and does bring active Lightworkers together who share 

destined purposes. And so it is.  

And so it was. 

Dr. Patrick Flanagan and I first met in person at a conference meeting between key 

New-Age Lightworkers,  in the early 1970s,in Phoenix, Arizona, USA.  

There was an instant soul recognition between us and we naturally formed a deep 

spiritual and close  friendship which has lasted for over forty years.  

During this time, I have gained more and more insight, trust and  respect into the 

astounding life  of Dr. Patrick Flanagan whom I call “Mr. Pyramid Power” as well as 

Patrick Flanagan, the “Man of Tomorrow.”  

I 
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Patrick was featured on the front cover of Life Magazine when still in his teens. The 

feature writer of Life Magazine predicted Patrick would be known worldwide as one the 

top scientists on Earth, a prediction that has surely come true in hearts and diamonds!  

Dr. Patrick Flanagan holds more than 200 U.S. patents on his inventions. To date 

Patrick has personally worked upon more than 400 different inventions. 

As an author of more than 30 self-help and spiritual best-seller books, in 

collaboration with Patrick and my own Russ Michael Book TEAM Chief editor Pamela 

Leach, I have been working for years to complete a fully comprehensive biography of 

Patrick's astounding life story aptly titled, Dr. Patrick Flanagan—the Man of Tomorrow. 

May I suggest to any major book publisher or movie producer, interested in this 

story, to contact Patrick or myself  directly through  our contact info posted in the 

Appendix of this booklet.   

Patrick pioneered the first serious  research into the science of the healing and 

protective qualities of pyramid energy after making more than 40 trips from USA to the 

Great Cheops Pyramid in Egypt. He gained entrance on most of his visits into the famed 

King’s Chamber where he conducted various scientific “pyramid power” tests. He later 

recorded his findings  in his  bestseller of over 1.5 million copies entitled  Pyramid 

Power. He boldly self-published in 1972 after the major U.S. book publishers told Patrick 

they did not believe people were interested in pyramids and that his book would never 

sell.  

Of late there has been much media speculation as well as the popular belief amongst  

Lightworkers of the fact that Dr. Patrick Flanagan is the reincarnation of Nicolas Tesla, 

famed for his scientific experiments on free energy in the 1900s as well as his “Tesla 

Coil” , for which he is recorded in history as the “Father of Electricity.”  

Thus we can postulate and speculate in this vein of light that Nicolas Tesla, who was 

in his time “The Man of the Future”( since almost everything we utilize power-wise 

today runs on electricity ) may now have  presented his soul through our dear Dr. Patrick 

Flanagan today. 

Where would we be today without the use of electricity utilized for almost everything 

around us from light bulbs to  gadgets, motors cars, ships, trains, airplanes, computers 

and cell phones, etc? 
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     A week or so after I began to scribe this booklet in late March, 2013, Dr. Patrick 

Flanagan sent me a photo of what appears to be a 6-foot-tall titanium pyramid, which 

Patrick personally designed for  his daily meditations.  

I noticed there is also another small, double interlaced pyramid form hanging from 

the inside midpoint of his pyramid, situated overhead where Patrick would be sitting.   

IF you  wish to see what it LOOKS like, send me an email off at Age-

Reversal@aon.at and I will email to you the photo of the Titanium Alloy Pyramid 

meditation structure which Patrick kindly shared with me. 

The Dr. Patrick Flanagan titanium alloy pyramid does not have filled in sides. It is 

made from just eight titanium alloy poles. Four of these are locked together to form the 

four foot square pyramid base. A further four  poles are locked together from the base to 

midpoint to form the exact golden mean ratio pyramid angle.  

I have long understood that covering the four slanted sides of a pyramid structure is 

not necessary, since  it is the perfectly GEOMETRICAL, Golden Mean ratio SHAPE  

that generates the PYRAMID POWER, for pyramids  must be set to an exact square true 

north position.  

Metallic pyramids however, are a different matter.  

Incidentally, Patrick told me that Titanium alloy is the best quality metallic material 

with which to construct a pyramid, according to his tests.  

However, he emphasized the point that titanium alloy is relatively expensive.  

That is worth knowing and remembering when you consider purchasing a pyramid.  

A non-metallic pyramid structure must be correctly set to exact square true north; a 

metallic pyramid structure  must be correctly set to exact square magnetic north.  

Since learning of the potentially earth-changing Russian Pyramid experiments a few 

months ago,  I am puzzled as to why Russian scientists did not build their huge pyramids 

simply out of 8 pieces  as described above. Perhaps it was to maintain  the stability of a 

permanent structure or maybe to liken their constructions to the notorious monuments in 

Egypt.  
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Not  having to fill the sides would certainly reduce the time and cost immensely. The 

Russians spent  five years and million dollars spent to build their 44-meter high pyramid 

structures but in reality, they could be built for  a fifth or a tenth of that cost which 

implies that huge pyramids could be erected worldwide as shields against bad weather , 

storms, cyclones, hurricanes, typhoons, earthquakes, etc.  

As you read further and come to understand the  power which is emitted from the 

geometric form of pyramids, you will be elated to see how any town, city or nation could  

cooperatively erect inexpensive “pole” pyramids worldwide, and in so doing, would 

create a year-round  “Hawaiian-Paradise-like” temperature across the earth for all to 

enjoy. 

However, since Patrick and I  communicate  daily, he did promptly read and answer 

my question stating and I paraphrase, “the Russian scientists simply believe that 

pyramids with solid sides are more effective.”  

 

Chapter 2  

David Wilcock's Pyramid  
Energy Disclosure!  

avid Wilcock discloses the healing and protective qualities of Pyramid Energy 

in his science classic, The Source Field Investigations. 

Whereas I personally  rate Dr. Pat Flanagan as a top scientist on Earth today, I 

consider David Wilcock to possess a thoroughly scientific mind, able to delve into the 

details of leading edge scientific breakthroughs of the day and not only, he is  also a 

genuine psychic seer into what science foreordains for humanity upon modern day Earth.  

Like Edgar Cayce, David Wilcock keeps written records of his nightly dreams which 

enables him to peer into forthcoming  future events within his life-stream and the life-

stream of our awakening Humanity upon Earth.  

D 
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Likewise, for the last twenty years, there has been much  speculation among 

Lightworkers that David Wilcock is the humanly embodied reincarnation of Edgar 

Cayce, the famed  “Sleeping Prophet of Virginia Beach.”  Of the 1930s and 1940a. 

Edgar Cayce was, beyond doubt, the most notorious and studied psychic in modern 

day history.  

Scores of bestselling books were written about him. Today the Association of 

Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.) headquarters are located in Virginia Beach, 

Virginia, U.S., which has a library with more than five thousand of Edgar Cayce’s “past-

life readings.” Loaded with historic insights and natural healing remedies for body, mind 

and spirit, these readings have drawn millions of readers through the years from all major 

countries.  

I personally visited Virginia in the late 1960s and later took up residency, although 

for the past twenty years, I have lived with my soul-mate wife, Maria and our 21-year-old 

son, John Mathew Michael, here in the silent, beautiful  green hills of Austria. 

      Edgar Cayce had  predicted his re-embodied human reincarnation on earth just prior to 

our Golden Age on Earth.  

Almost twenty years ago,  I learned that a young author named David Wilcock was 

rumored to be the reincarnation of Edgar Cayce. My first thought was this young man 

was just another author looking for publicity. However, upon reading his books and the 

articles posted on his website, I realized David “spoke of” matters that only a mind as 

capacitated as Edgar Cayce’s  could  perceive. 

Long before his latest book, The Source Field Investigations was published, I had no 

doubt in my own heart and mind that David Wilcock is indeed Edgar Cayce reincarnated. 

David, like many of us Lightworkers, arrived at an auspicious time on Earth for the same 

purpose, just as the famed late  world server, Nicolas Tesla  reincarnated as Dr. Patrick 

Flanagan. Both are here to complete their past unfinished work on Earth and  to pave the 

way to our forthcoming Golden Age.  

If  I had had any doubt of the fact that David Wilcock is Edgar Cayce reincarnated, 

on reading his recently published  book, these were dispelled by the time I was halfway 

through. 
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It is no surprise his book became an instant bestseller worldwide!  

Might I emphasize that any reader of David Wilcock's truly riveting and insightful 

book, The Source Field Investigations, will see for themselves Wilcock's adept ability 

and steadfast determination to be 100 percent scientifically accurate.  

Like me and countless other awakened human souls on Earth, David Wilcock also 

fully understands about  the powerful, greedy  Military-Industrial Complex Dark 

Corporate “Illuminati” Cabal,  and the control this group holds over  humanity in every 

walk and every major field of human life,  including, government, politics, religion, 

science, sports and even the  arts and entertainment fields.  

David fully understands and addresses the worldwide tyranny of government and the 

vast prevailing corruption in politics. He delves deeply into banking and blatant fraud in 

the entire “soon to fall” financial field, to be replaced with fully transparent, honest 

banking systems combined with non-polluting FREE energy systems and abundant 

“people helping people” Golden Age economy and an entirely beautifully revitalized 

Mother Earth.  

David Wilcock devotes a whole insightful chapter to forecasts and predicts countless  

pyramid energy structures to soon be erected all over the Earth.  

David Wilcock states on page 154 of his book (more can be found in Chapter 8 of 

this booklet):  

“The physics laws that make pyramid power a reality should work on any planet that 

harbors intelligent life at any time, past, present or future—so it may be that 

pyramids are very, very common throughout the Universe. It appears that we are 

only just now getting up to speed on the science behind them.”  

I personally find an obvious synchronicity in the fact that Edgar Cayce predicted in  

his lectures and  past-life readings that in the forthcoming New Age On Earth,  after the 

year 2000 that, “Russia would be a Light to the world.” In his book, David Wilcock calls 

attention to the vast amount of Russian Research into pyramid energy over the past two 

decades, and relates pyramid power directly as “Our key to the Golden Age.”  
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Once again I advise you to obtain and read the entire fascinating book, The Source 

Field Investigations, as it is full of reliable  information  and revelations about the 

Ascension of Planet Earth  

All is well for all on Earth 

Bless us all  

 

Chapter 3  

Russian Pyramid Energy Research Results  

reading by the “Sleeping Prophet” Edgar Cayce on June 30, 1932, revealed that 

work began on the  construction of the Great Pyramid and Sphinx in Egypt 

about 10,500 B.C. If this is so,  a seemingly sleeping humanity  has had nearly 

13,000 years to study how and why such huge pyramids were constructed across the 

earth.  

However, little or no knowledge had been extracted or published about “pyramid 

energy” by any investigative scientists during this vast stretch of time prior to Dr. Patrick 

Flanagan's pyramid research which was published in the early 1970s in his book entitled 

Pyramid Power.  

The first publication about the Russian research appeared on the website of Dr. John 

DeSalvo's Giza Pyramid Research Association where one can read of  the astounding 

healings encountered by hundreds of testimonials which occurred through pyramid 

energy.  

       Dr. Alexander Golod was the apparent leading force in building the first pyramid 

structures in both Russia and the Ukraine in 1990 where an array of leading Russian 

scientists conducted experiments  and soon realized that the  healing and protective 

qualities of  “pyramid power” had the potential to revolutionize our modern day society 

in so many wondrous ways. 

 

A 
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 Dr. Golod constructed his pyramids with an internal framework of PCP pipes and 

covered the sides with fiberglass sheets. The largest of his pyramids stands 144 feet tall, 

weighs  55 tons and took five years to build, costing a million dollars. It was completed 

in 1999.  

  Dr. Patrick Flanagan pointed out to me that  Dr. Golod had used the Golden Mean 

phi ratio of 1 of 1.618 which  often appears in the growth pattern of living organisms.  

After a careful in-depth study of the many scientifically proven achievements 

documented  by key Russian scientists, David Wilcock wrote :  

“Pyramid technology is far more advanced than we ever realized, and has the power 

to completely transform our planet—as well as our own lives. The only thing 

holding us back was that our own scientific knowledge had not yet progressed to the 

point where we could identify and comprehend such  high technology.  

“I realized that pyramids were indeed the most stunningly advanced technology ever 

built on Earth.  

“Thankfully, multiple teams of accredited, mainstream Russian scientists have done 

the work for us. Their results suggest that pyramid technology, and its offshoots 

could save the world—and substantially improve our physical, mental and spiritual 

health along the way. In addition, these results tear the roof off everything we 

thought we knew about our own bodies and about science in general. The more you 

learn about it the more wonderful the implications become. 

“The tragically sad aspect of these genuine noteworthy discoveries was no 

mainstream academic journal would publish their results despite all the meticulous 

care Russian scientists took to preserve strict scientific protocols. The main reason 

for this seems to be that entrenched power groups would be heavily threatened by 

all the technological breakthroughs these discoveries would provide.”  

However, Dr. Sam Semir Osmangich, the man who discovered the massive  pyramid 

in Bosnia has, in recent years, managed to generate major MEDIA COVERAGE on the 

subject of the pyramids.  

I am therefore asking you , the reader to personally become  a link in the chain for 

the diffusion of this knowledge by passing on this information to everyone possible.  
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*********** 

� TESTS BY TEAMS OF RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS REVEAL HOSTS OF UTTERLY  

ASTOUNDING, SEEMINGLY MIRACULOUS, UNDENIABLE HEALING 

CAPACITIES OF PYRAMID ENERGY.  

The entire research conducted by the Russian Academy of Sciences concluded 

positive results.   

� ONE MILLILITER OF PYRAMID WATER SAVED THE LIVES OF 20 

PREMATURE LY BORN BABIES   

This is a  fact no doctor should ignore. Twenty premature babies with grave 

deficiencies, which most probably would have lead to their deaths within a few days, 

were given distilled water that had been deposited inside a  pyramid  construction for a 

few days. The failure to report these sensational results by  major medical journals and 

mass media outlets should be considered a crime against all humanity!  

� HURRICANE, TORNADO, TYPHOON AND BAD WEATHER, STORM 

PROTECTION SHIELD  

Russian scientists using particularly sensitive Military  Equipment  called a “Military 

Locator,” tested the 44-meter high Russian pyramid. They traced a 500-meter wide 

column of energy surrounding the pyramid , moving vertically up and down to heights 

reaching 2000-meters  (more than 6,000 feet) as well as a  much wider expansion of 

energy reaching out 300-kilometers beyond the central point.  

This 300-kilometer magnetic field deflected all severe weather conditions and storms 

by diverting their course  to go “around” rather than “through” the area, thus forming a 

NATURAL protective bad weather shield.  

� REDUCES CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR  

David Wilcock wrote:   

“The Russian Science of Academies confirmed that pyramid energy could reduce 

criminal behavior and increase feelings of love and peace. All they did was store granite 

and other crystalline structures in the pyramid (for several days) and then place them in 

and around certain jails in Russia, which held a total of about five-thousand prisoners.  
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“According to the Pyramid Research Association Web site's summary of these 

results, “Within a few months most crimes were almost non-existent, and behavior was 

much improved.” No changes to routine had occurred in the jails under study except for 

the fact that  pyramid charged granite had been placed into their  surroundings.”  

� RABBITS AND MICE WERE TWICE AS STRONG  

Rabbits and white mice were found to have become 200 percent stronger in their 

endurance and their white blood count rose. The implications of this could be interesting 

for professional sport athletes.  

HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ARE TRANSFORMED AND NEUTRALIZED  WHEN 

STORED INSIDE A PYRAMID  

� EXTINCT FLOWERS GROW SPONTANEOUSLY IN FIELDS  

� Most amazing of all, fields in the vicinity of the pyramid were soon covered with 

flowers were previously extinct.  Obviously life-giving revitalizing energies harnessed 

by the pyramid had a significant regenerating effect on the land.  

� EARTHQUAKE CONTROL  

The Russian scientists checked records of the occurrence of earthquakes in the area 

where pyramids stood. The difference was astounding. Rather than one powerfully 

damaging earthquake they recorded hundreds of small tremors which naturally allow the 

geo-tectonic stress and frictional charges to be absorbed and CAUSE NO  DAMAGE in 

the area WHATSOEVER!  

� WHEAT CROPS INCREASED BY 400 PERCENT   

Dr. Yuri Bogdanov, in Ukraine reported that by an area where a 12-meter high 

pyramid was built,  wheat crops increased  by 400% .  

� NO DANGEROUS EFFECTS REGISTERED FROM PYRAMID POWER  

No harmful effects were ever observed by Russian scientists conducting  experiments 

on pyramids.  

Dr. Alexander Golod and his associates found that anything that was harmful to life 

would transform for the better if it was kept inside the pyramid. Poisons and other toxins 
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would miraculously become far less destructive after even a short storage period  in the 

pyramid.  

� RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL DECAY FASTER  

Radioactive materials decayed faster. Dangerous pathogenic viruses and bacteria 

became less harmful to living organisms after being conserved inside a pyramid. Even 

psychotropic drugs like LSD produced a reduced effect on users inside or within close 

range of the pyramid.”  

� STRONTIUM, HEAVY METALS AND SALT VANISH FROM WELL WATER  

Strontium and heavy metals polluting a water well vanished when the municipal 

authorities ordered a series of pyramids to be built nearby. The well soon began pumping 

up clean water. Other experiments in which water wells previously contained salt were 

also soon also pumping up clean salt-free water after pyramids were erected in the 

vicinity.  

� DIAMONDS GET HARDER  

Diamonds synthesized within the pyramid became harder and purer. 

� CROPS GROWN FROM SEEDS SUBJECTED TO PYRAMID ENERGY YIELD 

20 TO 100 PERCENT INCREASE   

More than 20 varieties of seeds, which had been stored  in the pyramids for five days 

before being planted across thousands of acres, produced an increase of their crops  of 

between 20 and 100 percent.  

� NEW STREAMS OF WATER APPEAR IN THE VICINITY 

A 22-meter high pyramid built beside Seligar Lake soon revealed that new streams of 

water  had sprung in the surrounding countryside.  
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� PYRAMID SEED CROPS DO NOT BECOME DISEASED  

The plants which grow from sees stored inside a pyramid remain healthy 

� PYRAMID SEED CROPS REQUIRE LESS WATER  

The plants were not affected by droughts plus the same higher yield and  drought 

resistance effect was equally achieved by placing granite rocks, stored in the pyramid, 

around the edges of the crop fields. 

� CLEANER OIL WELL PRODUCTION  

Oil well fields with pyramids erected across them produced oil 30 percent thinner, 

thus faster and easier to pump out of the ground. Also,  the oil was much cleaner since 

gums, pyrobitumen and paraffin substances all decreased substantially. Oil wells in the 

surrounding fields with no pyramid structure showed no improvements whatsoever.  

� CLOSES OZONE HOLES ABOVE PYRAMIDS  

A few months after the pyramid at Seliger Lake was completed, the ozone hole above 

it was substantially reduced.  

� PROTECTSION  FROM LIGHTNING   

A Russian team from the All-Russian Electrotechnical Institute in Moscow 

discovered that if they took seven pieces of granite, weighing one hundred grams each 

which previously had been stored inside a pyramid, and then arranged them into a circle, 

one meter  in diameter, the surrounding area was 5000% less likely to be struck by 

lightning.”  

� ALL LIFE FORMS ENHANCED IN AREA SURROUNDING PYRAMID 

MOUNTAINS  

Two Pyramid-shaped mountains, named “Brat” and “Seska”—”Brother” and 

“Sister”—on an otherwise flat plain of Nakhodka, one of the largest ports in the Far East 

of Russia, which used to be considered sacred places in ancient times, drew many 

travelers from China and Korea.  

According to researcher Maxim Yakovenko: 
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 “People say they feel happy on these hills. and I agree with them. The sides of those 

hills point towards  north, west, south, and east, just as the pyramids in Egypt.  

“Tragically in the 1960's the peak of Brat was blown off to remove and use stones for 

building projects reducing the height by 78.5 meters. Here's the surprising part:  

“After the destruction of Brat's peak ( located 5 kilometers from the city of 

Nadhodka) the climate changed for some weeks. People recounted harsh winds and rain 

for several days after the detonations.”  

Apparently the weather in that area, for some time up to that point, had been very 

mild. 

� INCREASING HARMONY WITHIN HUMAN INTERACTIONS 

David Wilcock writes on pages 154 and 350 of his book, The Source Field 

Investigations:  

“Somehow, feelings of love and peace, which are normally considered to be abstract 

emotional phenomena that are strictly psychological in nature, have a direct effect on our 

surroundings.  

“The pyramid energies create a measurable improvement in criminal behavior—just 

like the meditation effect of seven thousand people that we discussed earlier, which 

reduced worldwide terrorism by 73 percent (on the entire day that they meditated 

collectively on the feeling and thought of peace worldwide).  

“Armed with this (healing pyramid energy) knowledge we can heal the earth.  

It's as if life itself has a yet undiscovered energy field that supports its own existence 

and it emanated directly from the earth—where it is then harnessed through unique 

pyramid structures.”  

� EXCLUSIVELY POSITIVE RESULTS  

“The entire research conducted by the Russian Academy of Sciences had positive 

results. All  tests showed a positive influence on ecology and human health of those 

visiting the Pyramid or using products - crystals - solutions - water - granite rocks - and 

objects “stored” within.  
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 [NOTE from the Author: The “International Whole” is what I know and SOUGHT 

TO EXPLAIN in my latest book, the “ONENESS of All That Is” available FREE at our 

Golden Key Library Website posted in the Appendix.]  

“Somehow the full extent of the power of this ancient technology didn't become clear 

until I read what some other teams within the Russian National Academy of Sciences had 

discovered—where we can see how the pyramids actually give us clear protection against 

catastrophic Earth Changes.  

“Given the incredible damage than can be caused by hurricanes - tsunamis - 

volcanoes and the like, there is absolutely no reason why we should not be exploring 

these possibilities on a worldwide massive scale.” [A big “YES indeed” to that!]  

“How can we afford not to try it? Do we dare to be so arrogant and overconfident in 

conventional science that we completely ignore the power of cheap easy-to-build 

technology that would SAVE THE EARTH?” 

 

Chapter 4  

The Pyramid Energy  
Disclosure Movement 

reate or join  a social network to disclose further information on PYRAMID 

Energy. 

The expansion of this MOVEMENT is so vitally important to Humanity. After 

reading David Wilcock's chapters on the results of the Russian scientific pyramid 

experiments I asked for clear HIGHER INNER GUIDANCE.  

Within moments the answer , of how to swiftly awaken the  sleeping masses on 

Earth, came clearly to mind: to write a FREE PYRAMID ENERGY booklet and publish 

it worldwide  

By reading and sharing the introduction booklet to FREE PYRAMID ENERGY is A 

WAY FOR each of us to make this vital information viral. 

C 
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Please find it in your heart and soul to kindly share what the healing and protective 

qualities of pyramid energy can do RIGHT NOW for YOU, your family, your friends, 

your work associates, and for Mother Earth.  Simply by introducing inexpensive  pyramid 

structures into your personal environment and group environment can naturally revitalize 

and rejuvenate your personal and collective well being. 

You can place various sized pyramids inside your home and garden made from 

paper, cardboard, wood, plastic, Styrofoam, etc.  

Remember that Russian scientists have proven that non-metal pyramid structures 

with a high angled Golden Mean ratio slope, emit tremendous PYRAMID POWER as 

long as they are accurately aligned and set squarely to a true north position.  

If you choose to build or buy fancy metallic pyramids, these are to be set squarely to 

an accurate magnetic north position and this can easily be accomplished through the use 

of  an inexpensive  magnetic compass.  

The most important principle to bear in mind when moving portable pyramid 

structures, is to reset non metallic structures to a true north position and magnetic 

structures  to an accurate as possible magnetic north alignment.  

My I ask each and every one of you ,after acquiring this information, to PRINT OUT 

a copy of this  PYRAMID ENERGYT booklet  and share it with as many others as 

possible, especially those who do not have access to the internet; or simply send the link 

below to everyone you know, Golden Key Library at: 

http://www.GoldenKeyLibrary.info. This  online booklet may be  downloaded FREE.  

Think about it! What a worthy “conversation piece” to suggest to family members, 

friends, neighbors, or at friendly group gatherings. Sure beats talking about the weather, 

how ill you have been or the latest scandals perpetrated on the royal family or famous 

celebrities. 

And consider too how your own personal pyramid will be supplying the healing 

effects of PYRAMID ENERGY, day and night to our dearest, but dreadfully polluted 

Mother Earth . 

Indeed in just a relatively short time, Pyramid Energy structures could be revitalizing  

and rejuvenating all life forms on Earth and producing greater effects than the total sum 
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of  all of the worldwide  “Green Movement” activities, however respectful, in the past 20 

or 30 years!  

It is the duty of all to strive consciously each new day to seek the attention of our 

fellow humans and to continue gathering momentum for our  Worldwide PYRAMID 

Energy Public Disclosure MOVEMENT.  

Please copy and post the snippet below onto your social network pages:  

“Join our FREE PYRAMID ENERGY MOVEMENT whose aim is to disclose  

information worldwide on how we each can use  FREE PYRAMID POWER to 

revitalize, heal, save and protect ourselves, the EARTH and every living creature . 

Read and share our FREE full disclosure booklet at: Http://GoldenKeyLibrary.info.”  

The booklet is the initial vehicle to encourage each and every reader to JOIN  our 

rapidly expanding WORLDWIDE—FUN TIME, SOUL-FULFILLING EARTH 

CHANGING—Worldwide Pyramid Energy Public Disclosure MOVEMENT.  
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Chapter 5  

FREE Pyramid Energy is Available NOW 

he healing  benefits of pyramid power can be easily accessed by everyone.  

Since the pyramid energies decrease the potency of harmful substances  in its 

surrounding environment and increase the potency of what is beneficial this 

lessens  the need for health supplements. It may therefore be  concluded that  it is  more 

economical to invest one’s funds in further, perhaps taller and thereby more potent 

pyramid structures to obtain even better health and wealth potentials.  

Remember that pyramid energy begins to immediately improve  health and well-

being of YOU, your family, your pets, livestock, houseplants and crops.  

It is my intention to promote the publication of the many testimonials submitted by 

members of our worldwide movement who have built or bought pyramid structures  of 

various sizes, with the aim of sharing their positive experiences, and hence, a host of new 

healing benefits will soon be unveiled for public knowledge.  

All further experiments by an ever growing  number of enthusiasts will no doubt lead 

to an array of newly discovered pyramid energy healing modes which, through our freely 

shared information centers, may be accessed and gratefully utilized by each and all of us 

worldwide.  

So be it.  

Bless us all.  

How very blessed we are!  

 

T 
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Chapter 6 

Build or Buy Your Own Home  Pyramid Energy 
Structures 

hether you build or buy a  pyramid energy structure is up to you. The point is 

that the more pyramid  structures are set into position, the more benefits of 

PYRAMID POWER will be felt by Mother Earth and all life forms upon her.  

Therefore, please, do your part to fulfill every well wisher’s positive desire  for the 

greater well being for all by building or buying any of  the various sized indoor and 

outdoor pyramids. 

By doing so, you will be certainly treating yourself and your loved ones to a more 

rejuvenated and healthy life.  

Some people sleep  under an overhead pyramid , positioned or hung above their 

heads. Others  meditate  inside an indoor or outdoor pyramid energy environment. Rest 

assured, whatever your choice of utilization, the presence of a pyramid structure will 

naturally empower you with calmly centered soul-fulfilling creative thoughts, feelings of 

harmony, joy, laughter and a constant divinely felt state of well-being.  

You might consider creating a  pyramid as a “think tank” to share with family, 

friends and even your local disclosure movement members.  

A metallic pyramid can be easily constructed and set to magnetic north in a  few 

minutes. Simply use four wooden poles to form the square base of your  pyramid. Wind 

or coil copper wire (whatever thickness desired, though I imagine the thicker the more 

powerful) around each of your pyramid base pieces.  

Use the same procedure on  the upright pieces (remember to apply the golden ratio to 

these) before setting them at an angle to make a perfectly centered pyramid structure.  

To create a copper-coiled pyramid structure  for meditation, prepare  a 5-foot square 

base with 8.1-foot uprights (following the golden mean ration). Set the upright pieces in 

each corner. Angle each to midpoint and join. Set always to magnetic north.  

W 
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If, for example, constructing a 30-inch square base  pyramid to hang over your bed, 

the uprights must measure a golden mean ratio of 48.6-inches.  

A WATER PYRAMID?  

Since water is highly conductive, pyramid structures could become decorative 

monuments and constructed out of PVC pipes with sides made from  fiber glass sheeting. 

The Russian scientists built more than 50 such pyramid structures worldwide. 

By installing a fountain to spray water down the sides from the top of the pyramid 

and to be pumped back again to the top through copper pipes would super charge the  

energetic capacity of the pyramid  and would create an attractive display from the effect 

of the sun rays on the streaming water during the day and from the moonlight during the 

night. What a striking super-charged FUN IMAGE!  

Hopefully, we will see such attractive creations in cities worldwide soon!  

Have FUN with your own unique  pyramid “think tank” structure ideas too. What a 

wonderful way to express your creative capacities, either alone or in companionship with 

others!  

All is well.  

 

Here is an artist’s interpretation of the 

45,000 year old European Pyramid in 

Bosnia, discovered by Professor Sam 

Osmanagich. Five scientific teams from 

USA, U.K, Germany, Austria, and Italy 

have confirmed that this Bosnian Pyramid 

dates back to  more than 45,000 years ago 

and is almost twice the height, and is even 

more perfectly constructed than  the Great 

Pyramid of Egypt. The continual free 

energy field measures 30 kilometers 

across, and extends vertically to a height 
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of  5,000 meters and below to a depth of 5,000 meters.  

A series of underground tunnels are honeycombed underneath this pyramid and 

more wonders are continually being discovered within and around it.  

Note: First International Scientific Conference on the Bosnian Valley of the 

Pyramids was held in Sarajevo (Bosnia-Herzegovina) in August 25-30, 2008 

(www.icbp.ba) with 55 leading experts from Egypt, Russia, China, Poland, Saudi 

Arabia, United Kingdom, Croatia, Austria, Montenegro and Bosnia giving full support 

to  Osmanagich's efforts and recommending establishment of the Center for Pyramid 

Studies in Bosnia.  

Find more at: www.semirosmanagic.com/en/bosnian_pyramid.html 

A team of physicists detected an energy beam coming 

through the top of the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun. The 

radius of the beam is 4.5 meters with a frequency of 28 

kHz. The beam is continuous and its strength grows as it 

moves up and away from the pyramid. This phenomenon 

contradicts the known laws of physic and technology. This 

is the first proof of non-herzian technology on the Planet. It 

seems that the pyramid-builders created a perpetual 

motion machine a long time ago and this “energy machine” 

is still working. See: 

 

www.bosnianpyramids.org/ 

OR 

www.semirosmanagic.com/en/bosnian_pyramid.html 
 

Posted to Facebook by: 

Universe Explorers 
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Chapter 7  

Construction of Worldwide Pyramid Energy Structures 
Will  
Swiftly Heal and revitalize the entire Earth  

t this point, you  most  probably have acquired a fairly good idea of  the 

potential benefits of  “pyramid power”  and the importance of erecting as many  

structures in your home and/or garden or workplace as soon as possible.  

The more healing pyramid energy structures built across every nation on Earth, the 

healthier all life forms on Earth will obviously soon become, including you, me and those 

we love and hold dearly in our hearts and souls.  

Enjoy the feeling of this powerful thought....  

“We the people” collectively will soon  demand with much might and vigor that 

government leaders or officials MUST and WILL comply with our insistence that  

pyramid energy structures be built everywhere within and without of our towns, 

countries, regions, states, national and international locations. 

We can do it.  

So be it.  

 

A 
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Chapter 8  

Pyramids Offer Path to a  
Golden Age on Earth  

t is my hope that  readers of this booklet possess insight into how our worldwide 

major media system is CORRUPT and needs to be held to account for failing to 

DISCLOSE clearly and fully what we and a rapidly “gathering mass” of now  

awakened humanly embodied souls now KNOW.  

      PYRAMID energy can relatively cheaply and effortlessly rejuvenate, revitalize  and 

restore our entire planet and all precious Kingdoms of Life upon it. .  

Healing pyramid energy structures clearly offer us all a sure-foot path into a Golden 

Age on Earth.  

For most of the recent years of my life, I have been fortunate enough to do what I 

love and love what I do and such  I am doing now in scribing this Worldwide PYRAMID 

Energy Public Disclosure booklet.  

 

 

 

 

 

I 
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Chapter 9  

Fill Your Home, Garden and Neighborhood  
with Pyramids  

Ay you fill your home, garden and neighborhood with various sizes and 

forms of healing pyramid structures.  

The construction of a pyramid is so simple, easy and swift especially 

when made from cardboard or wood of any size or angled shape or the pyramid height 

you desire.  

Any older child or adult can do it, so there is no reason not to get started and build 

one, two or more soon after reading this booklet.  

My first pyramid structure was made of paper by cutting four exact identical shaped 

pyramid sides then simply taping the four triangular shaped pieces together from  base to 

the top. To my delight, it stood up as a perfectly shaped pyramid.  

Since I already knew that the “higher” the pyramid the more powerful it would be,  

rather than using the Great Pyramid ratio, I made mine taller, similar to the ones the 

Russian scientists built.  

I immediately placed my first, personally created, pyramid structure on a table in the 

direction of what I guessed was a near square true north alignment.  

Since then I have made several larger and  stronger pyramid structures from 

cardboard and I plan to build  a heavy copper wire or  pipe,  metallic pyramid that I can 

set easily and accurately to magnetic north with the fine compass I bought and also a 

taller one outside for me to sit inside during the warm temperatures of summertime and 

maybe mediate or just enjoy quiet times.  

I also plan to use my pyramids to place food, water, and health supplements or 

charge up crystals or granite stones with nature's pure and totally FREE  healing energy 

to share with family members, neighbors, and friends.  

What FUN.  

M
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My first priority each morning (normally 7 days a week),  is  to compile and post my 

daily FREE worldwide email “Message from Michael Worldwide Newsletter” to my  list 

of subscribers, in their thousands, whilst completing his FREE  Pyramid Energy  booklet. 

I am also working on a full size FREE PYRAMID Energy  book offered for publication in 

all major languages.  

I know that many if not most of my dear long-time FREE email Newsletter 

subscribers (some now following for nearly 20 years) will enthusiastically help launch 

this public disclosure MOVEMENT.  

Likewise, for my now more than six hundred worldwide lightworker email LIST 

HOLDERS. 

One prominent list holder, the very dear, loving Stacey Robin,  founder of the  “GO 

Gratitude” Lightworker community, has a list of more than 100,000 subscribers. I’m 

hoping that Stacey and many of her members will do their best to help us launch our vital 

pathway to a Golden Age on Earth via our disclosure movement.  

Will you thoughtfully and kindly do the same?  

Hopefully, we will soon have volunteer translators for the FREE booklet and also for 

the full size book  in all major languages.  

Please do all you  possibly can to alert as many groups and organizations in your  

own local regions and  encourage them to do the same.  

What we sow we reap,  by Universal Law.  

I have repeated often in my books (40 published to date, which can be downloaded at 

my Golden Key Library website), for I know it is true: any thought, feeling, or act you 

think or do that is beneficial to you is, by the Law of One, extended to all those on Earth, 

whether near or far. This is also sustained by David Wilcock, Dr. Patrick Flanagan, and 

other  highly enlightened souls.  

This means that through free will and the “Law of One,” that first Absolute Law of 

Nature created by the One Prime God Creator of All That Is, you can forever specifically 

choose what you truly desire. There is literally “nothing you cannot be, do or have”.  
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Do not underestimate your power and capability as you become  a committed 

member of this disclosure MOVEMENT.  

Bless your heart—and all that you do to uplift and help yourself and others daily.  

By the Law of One and free-choice creation your power of INTENT can “move 

mountains” and create “new worlds.”  

 

Chapter 10  

Help Build   
Healing Pyramid Structures in every country 

tart by joining with others to build local, regional, town, city, country, state, 

national pyramid energy structures. 

You must surely realize that if humanity waits for governmental leaders to 

take initiatives to release themselves and in turn, free all citizens from the grip of the dark 

Military Industrial Complex, that wait could be forever.  

Awakened Lightworkers know that major governments worldwide and their leaders 

are obliged to obey the controlling dark cabal forces or are either assassinated or subtly 

removed, and replaced by those who follow their command.  

Why do you think Abraham Lincoln and the Kennedys were assassinated ? Wasn’t 

the late Hugo Chavez who assassinated via a lethal dose of toxic, cancer causing 

substance which he only discovered after it was far too late?  

A bright new Heavenly Light is now shining on a multitude of hidden agendas and 

revealing TRUTHS which  are bursting forth and inevitably exposing all forms of 

darkness on Earth, in all walks of life.  

Darkness cannot exist within the light of transparency or in the growing light of 

knowledge.  

S 
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As more light  shines on WHAT REALLY HAPPENS BEHIND THE SCENES, the 

World Controllers are gradually losing more and more of their rigid control, which was 

required to silence worldwide major media, in order to keep their horrible dark secrets 

from being exposed.  

Light is the shining purity of love, whether it comes from our SUN or from YOU or 

any “whistleblower”  in the form of the “light of disclosure” . . . thus  is  also to be 

perceived as the light of knowledge.  

LIGHT and LOVE on Earth are now more DOMINANT than the DARK 

ENERGIES, and fear slowly is being transmuted. This is clear for all to see, not a wishful 

thought. The  OLD dark ways of creating war, terror and use of brute force by the 

Worldwide Controllers is diminishing perceivably.  

There now is an ever-glowing brighter light of transparency as disclosure of all  

hidden secrets is increasing daily.  

As was prophesied by one of many seers in REVELATIONS, “The “secrets” will be 

shouted from the rooftops.”  

When duly translated into our “end times” 21st Century language, “roof” means 

overhead—the high-tech antennas on our roof tops or satellites above, are NOW 

broadcasting, disclosing all kind of “dark secrets” past and present agendas via TV, 

Radio, and Internet. Blessed are we.  

So be at peace, The “BEAST” is already well into its final  “death throes.”  

And so how does constantly flowing FREE  pyramid energy become a mighty, 

collective invincible force for the true good of all life forms on Earth?  

Fortunately, dedicated “way-showers” have learned and demonstrated  how gradual, 

progressive  new paradigms can transform  the world for the better. The meek 99 percent 

of the world’s population have the opportunity to effortlessly, collectively defeat the one 

percent of seemingly ultra elite, powerful group of World Controllers.   

Ponder this please. 
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All successful world-changing “social improvement movements”, as the notorious 

seer Edgar Cayce  emphasized strongly more than eighty years ago, must start from a 

one-to-one “grass roots” base.  

Often  very tiny groups of between two and nine memberst eventually, by the Law of 

One, naturally  converge to a critical mass point,  where a  collective, unstoppable “we 

the people” force takes back control, for the GOOD (for GOD) on Earth.  

Got it?  

In time, one local  pyramid energy disclosure MOVEMENT, anywhere on Earth, 

beginning with one member  will become two or three well-informed dedicated members, 

who in turn intentionally branch out to become 5, 10, 50, 100, thousands, etc. until 

increasing numbers of locals continue to create groups nationwide and eventually 

worldwide.  

This powerful, worldwide ever increasing collective—will steadily  reach a final, 

natural, powerful bursting “critical mass” saturation point of a fully conscious 

convergence into ONE united force for invincible GOOD (invincible GOD) on Earth.  

Ponder it. Is not the ONENESS of All That Is evident in this growing grass roots 

movement for GOOD?  

NOW,  upon acquiring this knowledge, why waste another valuable day on Earth—

doing nothing to relieve our dear so very long suffering, Mother Earth ?  

Will you admit that you truly are more “enlightened” by what you have just learned 

about the powerful healing qualities of pyramid energy, that our dear brother Dr. Patrick 

Flanagan  rediscovered ?  

Soon many people will be well informed, greatly enlightened, self-empowered and 

will be willing to join with you to form groups and serve this information to your local 

and national authorities and seek the attention required from local media outlets. In due 

time I assure you, by following this above outlined  group growth process, we can and 

will pave the way to our Golden Age on Earth.  

Together, we will create the demand for great numbers of mighty, healing pyramid 

structure s to tower over our towns and cities, forming protective barriers and emitting 

healing energy for all.  
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Hold that divinely glorious IMAGE vividly in your heart soul  so that you can “feel” 

it with me, please.  

In the upcoming chapter, you will find more guidance on how you can personally 

become a high-powered “Whistle-Blower” by joining and being an active member of our  

PYRAMID Energy  Disclosure MOVEMENT.  

'nuff said. Let's do it!  

So be it. WE are ONE.  

 

Chapter 11  

Choose to become an ACTIVE  Pyramid Energy 
“WHISTLE-BLOWER”  

t is the conscious, active whistleblowers  across the globe from many walks of life 

who are concerned for the greater welfare of the whole of humanity, that have shone  

their bright Light of Knowledge into dark places.  

Whistleblowers are paving the path to a brightly lit new world where the practice of 

transparency and TRUTH in all matters must and will lead all Humanity into a genuine 

Heaven on Earth Golden Age.  

Because of our (yours and mine) natural Divine heritage as “offsprings”—extensions 

and expansions—of our ONE Prime Creator GOD of All That Is, your or my single 

focused, coherent human mind is powerful enough to change and even to create new 

worlds.  

So what happens when a large worldwide group of human souls unite as one mind 

focused cooperatively on the same fully, mutually agreed positive greatly desired 

“outcome?”  

I know for sure! Mighty, uplifting social changes occur. 

I 
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As related by David Wilcock on page 133 of his book, The Source Field 

Investigations,” as documented by a group of social scientists, when a group of 

awakened people focus their minds on the same thought-form IMAGE such as, “A day of 

peace on Earth,” miracles did and do occur. 

In one of several such fully documented scientific experiments, seven thousand 

people who meditated on the exact same thought of PEACE worldwide at the exact same 

time in their various locations on Earth successfully reduced terrorism worldwide by 72 

percent for that entire day.  

Several follow-up experiments also very well documented by the same group and 

other highly motivated groups soon followed with the same incredible, calming, 

worldwide earth changing results.  

DISCLOSURE!  

DISCLOSURE!  

DISCLOSURE is the heart and soul of our FREE ENERGY healing PYRAMID 

POWER worldwide MOVEMENT.  

Think of what YOU, me, and hundreds of thousands—or PERHAPS SOON 

millions—of determined, dedicated Worldwide Healing Pyramid Energy 

“WHISTLEBLOWERS”  joining forces can accomplish? 

HOLD that magnificent powerful IMAGE in your mind please.  

 

Chapter 12  

SPEAK UP !  
Spread the Word! 

orth repeating....  

DISCLOSURE!  W 
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DISCLOSURE!  

DISCLOSURE is the aim of our MOVEMENT.  

 

Please begin  sharing what you have already learned about healing pyramid energy. 

Read and share our FREE full disclosure booklet at: Http://GoldenKeyLibrary.info.”  

Gift copies of the booklet to family and friends who want to know more of “what you 

seem to know”   

Invite neighbors and friends to visit your home and be pleasantly surprised and 

curious as to why you display pyramids of different sizes in each room.  

This is a down-to-earth way for anyone to create interest in the healing and protective 

qualities of pyramid energy.  

The atmosphere of harmony in my home, your home, all homes, all shops, stores, 

businesses, stadiums, schools, churches, towns, cities, states, nations etc. etc. the warm 

cozy feeling of a healing oasis of pyramid energy will be noticeable.  

This is especially true if your home residence is situated within a jungle of city 

buildings!  

Besides passing the word about  the healing benefits of pyramid , consider too,  

keeping  extra printed FREE read booklets within easy reach, in your car, in your home 

or at your work place for quick handouts.  

. Consciously entrain yourself to be ready and alert to talk about FREE power of 

pyramids any time of the day or night wherever you wander and whomever you meet or 

interact with.  

WE are ONE.  
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Chapter 13  

Focus on the image of PYRAMID Energy Structures  
Across the Earth  

he use of an IMAGE  when intending to manifest something we desire is so 

powerful . I devoted an entire book to the subject entitled, The IMAGE—the 

Source of all Personal and Cosmic Power.” It is available FREE to you or to 

anyone worldwide at any time at our Golden Key Library Website URL address posted in 

the APPENDIX of this volume.  

So please do this with me:  

Bring your attention to the IMAGE of great numbers of healing PYRAMIDS across 

the entire Earth emitting their energies and healing all within their magnetic fields. Focus 

on their various sizes and heights.   

*** IMAGINE you, your family and dear loving friends enjoying dynamic healing 

PYRAMID energy HEALTH. 

*** IMAGINE the atmospheres, our skies, our lands, oceans, lakes, rivers, and 

streams all pure and crystalline clean.  

*** IMAGINE all kingdoms and forms of life upon and across Earth revitalized  

*** IMAGINE a calm, temperate  pleasant global climate gradually encompassing all 

of our dear Mother Earth.  

As you hopefully already know by now, the more intense heart-felt feeling and the 

more detailed thought you give to what you intend to experience, the swifter that desire 

calls forth the ever-present Law of Attraction to draw that desire into becoming a rapidly, 

personally experienced “reality” to you individually.  

IMAGINE what will happen as the result of a collective group of humanly embodied 

souls focused on “manifesting” the identical positive desire on an agreed aim.  

In the ONENESS of All That Is—by and through the Law of One—whatever any-

one, you, or me, or a collective of us can IMAGINE or think of is possible to create:  

T 
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Chapter 14  

Golden Age on Earth, Here We Come  

hink before you act.  

You can become a  major “key player” in our  public “disclosure” MOVEMENT.  

DISCLOSURE! DISCLOSURE! DISCLOSURE is the heart and soul aim of 

our FREE PYRAMID POWER worldwide MOVEMENT.  

Individuals can express their free will and  simply do their own unique thing to 

expand our united disclosure movement, worldwide , as rapidly as possible.  

Please kindly share your creative ideas with me  via email at: Age-Reversal@aon.at. 

I will relay them to our other movement members worldwide—at our Golden Key 

Library web site; www.http//GoldenKeyLibrary.info.   

Please do all you can do to make your active membership a soul-fulfilling “fun” 

experience.  

Do what you love and love what you do.  

The “good life” is,  in reality,  the “God life”,  as explained  in my FREE book, 

“Feeling Good is Feeling God.”  

When you see a good movie,  you normally would tell your friends how “good” it 

was!  It is how GOODNESS or GOD-NESS  expands and grows infinitely through our 

vast, eternal, All That Is CREATION.  

It is through genuine, loving, caring “people helping people” that any human or 

sentiently inhabited water planet expands eventually into a  light-filled Golden Age, 

Galactic Star Nation society, as our so naturally beautiful  Mother Earth is destined soon 

to become  a new star in the infinite  “heaven of existence.”  

In that vein of light, if you find that IMAGE interesting,  you might wish to learn 

more by reading my FREE book, The Birth of Earth as A Star, which I wrote almost two 

decades ago. It was published in several languages and is now available  at our Golden 

Key Library Website address posted in the APPENDIX “contacts” segment.  

T 
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All is well.  

Bless us all. WE are ONE,  

WE are ONE in the ONENESS of All That Is  

 

Chapter 15 

Building Your Own Pyramids  

LWAYS REMEMBER: there is a  difference between true north and magnetic 

north pyramid alignments.  

If you use non-conductive materials in the construction of your pyramid, it 

must align squarely with true north.  

Five basic low-cost and easily available non-conductive pyramid structure materials 

are paper, cardboard, wood, plastic and Styrofoam. 

When using metallic materials your pyramid must align squarely with magnetic 

north.  

Any metal such as titanium alloy, copper, iron, steel, and even aluminum tubing, 

rods, or wire conduct electricity to a greater or lesser degree. Titanium alloy is best.  

Dr. Patrick Flanagan stated to me personally that titanium alloy is the most 

conductive metal and he has used it in the design and manufacturing of his own 

pyramids. 

All you require to build your own pyramids are eight basic pieces which are to be 

fitted together.  

If you wish, you can coil copper wire around the eight non conducive poles or planks 

and turn these into conducive material. Four of the eight pieces, which must have  the 

exact same length, form your perfectly square pyramid  base.  

A 
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The other four pieces will form the Golden Mean ratio pieces that slant up from each 

corner of the pyramid base to naturally meet together and form the midpoint tip of your 

pyramid.  

To make certain all pieces are the exact required Golden Mean ratio, use the table 

below to choose the size of your square base. The size for the upright pieces are also 

given.  

For example: if you select a 10-inch perfect square as the base, the upright pieces, 

placed at an angle,  must measure exactly 16.2 inches. This is the Golden Mean ratio 

from the bottom to the exact midpoint TIP. 

If you are constructing a metallic pyramid, you will also need a good magnetic 

compass. Set your pyramid to an exact square magnetic north alignment. Voilà! It is 

ready to use.  

IF is it non-conductive material, it must be set to true north.  

Golden Mean RATIO Size “SET” (Russian “Wide Angled” Pyramids)  

You can measure in  inches, feet, yards, or meters ...and choose the Golden Mean 

ratio as posted here below. 

. 

Sq. Base Line Length Angled line length  

10 16.2 

100 162 

50 81 

25 40.5 

12.5 20.25 

6.25 10.125 

3.125 5.625 

1.5 + 0625  2.54 + 31.25 
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ALSO WORTH REMEMBERING: The taller the pyramid the more powerful the 

emissions.  

There are three basically different designs of pyramid structures which have different 

angles for different intended purposes. 

1) The Cheops Great Pyramid in Egypt  has an angle of about 45 degrees from the 

corner points of the square base to the exact midpoint of the pyramid TIP.  

2) Russian scientists used the design of wider angled, taller structures which have an 

angle of  about 60 degrees.  

3) Differently to most of the other 10,000 known pyramid structures on Earth, the 

South American “lower” pyramid stone structures are angled at about 20 degrees 

and have no central tip.  

You may want to read user testimonials on proven  pyramid energy benefits 

transmitted  to  food, water, wine, coffee, medicines, crystals, granite rocks,- fruits, herbs, 

health supplements. 

     Although the Russian “wider  angled” pyramid is more powerful, I want readers to 

also know how to construct the design used to build the Cheops Great Pyramid of Egypt .  

Bob Towers said that his 9 ft. square based copper pyramid is built to exact PSI 

Golden Mean ratio for the 52,001 degrees CHEOP angle.  

Line length of square base - - Line length from corner base to mid-point at pyramid 

TIP  
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 Line Length of base Line length to tip  

4.5 ft.  3.5 ft. 

9 ft. 7.3 ft. 

18 ft.  14.6 ft. 

36 ft.  29.2 ft. 

72 ft. 58.4 ft. 

IMPORTANT  FACTORS  

TWO key factors must be taken into account to obtain  maximum PYRAMID 

POWER healing energy effects:  

The angle created at base corner to pyramid tip and the interior volume of space 

within the pyramid structure.  

1) Objects  must be placed at circa one-third of the height from base to the tip. (As 

per the King's Chamber  in the Great CHEOP PYRAMID in Egypt.)  

          

2)      Dr. Patrick Flanagan stated that if you take the square root of 5 and divide it by 

2 you have the height of the King's Chamber. [1.1180339887]  

3) For maximum pyramid power, any object placed inside a pyramid in order to 

become  “charged”, should only take up 5%  of the entire volume of the internal 

space. Said another way, the charge will be  more laser focused if the object 

occupies one-twentieth or less of the interior volume  of the structure. 

 This is a good reason to build or buy larger structures since you receive far more 

ever FREE flowing healing energy from the PYRAMID POWER.  

Learn all you can about HEALING ENERGY USES OF PYRAMID POWER.  

Remember you can find a myriad of PYRAMID USER testimonials posted at many 

of the pyramid user website resources easily found at search engines such as “Google” on 

the Internet.  
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Do not forget to place your garden seeds - house plants, granite rocks inside your 

pyramid and place the latter among your garden plants after being charged. 

For those of a scientific mind:  

Easy Plans for Building Any Size Pyramid That Will Work Like the Great Pyramid 

of Giza From Ken Adachi, Editor http://educate-

yourself.org/pyr/howtobuildpyramid05sep11.shtml  

Also:  

How to graphically derive the Golden Ratio using an equilateral triangle inscribed in 

a circle: http://www.geometrycode.com/free/how-to-graphically-derive-the-golden-ratio-

using-an-equilateral-triangle-inscribed-in-a-circle. 

Here’s a recent correspondence with Bill H. who just built his own Pyramid: 

**** 

Bill H. wrote:  

Dear Mr. Russ Michael,  

Yesterday I spent the day building a pyramid out of PVC pipe based on the specs 

in your FREE pyramid book and it looks pretty good. I lined the pyramid up to 

as true north as possible as per a compass. I'm wondering what is a test I can do 

to know that it works. I did put water in the center of it over night, I was 

thinking that the water would change based on the video, where the person hit 

the bottle it changed to ice, I am now guessing the water only changed because of 

the cold temperature it was in at the time in the video.  

Is there a way to know that it works? I'm not 100% sure that I have the pipes 

going up 100% precise.  

I look forward to your reply.  

Warm regards,  

Bill  
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Russ Michael responded:  

Dear Bill H.,  

I am learning about, gathering trustworthy INFO about pyramids, Patrick 

Flanagan knows so very much through his own research, but from what I read 

here . . : IT SEEMS you might need to do more "homework" in re-reading the 

FREE booklet.  

Plastic, wood, cardboard, non-conductive PC pipe material, etc.---according to 

Patrick---is more powerful than METALLIC  MATERIAL CONSTRUCTIONS 

however they must be set to straight square TRUE North. (Perhaps, except when 

using expensive Titanium allow material, then your Pyramid must be set square 

to MAGNETIC North)  

I remember that MAGNETIC North is a far different alignment than TRUE 

North.  

True North Worldwide Atlas http://www.astro.com/atlas (Longitudes & 

Latitudes)  

Metallic pyramid structures are easy to set in perfect alignment to MAGNETIC 

North as the compass hand points directly straight to it within 1 degree!!  

You need to go to the website to get the exact Longitude and Latitude setting for 

a perfect square TRUE North in whatever city, or town big enough to be listed 

worldwide, that is included in this ATLAS listing of Longitudes and Latitudes 

for cities, towns, etc. worldwide.  

Patrick Flanagan is ultra busy daily---as I too am now---with my full size 

pyramid disclosure book rendition, but he might have a FREE moment to 

respond to you---SO I will CC this email to him---but DO NOT count on a reply 

from him.  

I have a good magnetic compass, but I too, have to stop to figure out how I can 

compute my exact alignment in the small village I live at here in Austria. I went 

to the website  and got my Latitude and Longitude reading on Vienna, 200 miles 

from me, and then to another small "town" only 4 miles from me here in 

Austria, but I have been far, far too busy to stop my work and try to figure out 
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what my exact reading alignment---via 

using my Magnetic Compass, must BE---

before my 3 large cardboard ones will be set 

to an exact---hopefully within 1 degree---of 

TRUE North alignment of my home 

location....  

Meanwhile, I have them NOW set 

temporarily to MAGNETIC North, just for 

the FUN of it.  

I am determined to "help others worldwide 

en masse first" via the wide publication and 

reading of my FREE booklet and the 

completion and publication of my full size 

book in many languages---before I pause 

and make the time to "help myself" for when a single "other" benefits I KNOW . 

. . in the ONENESS of All That Is, I too, and my beloved ones benefit.  

GOOD work. And good luck with it. Blessings and love. I am, Russ Michael Age-

Reversal@aon.at  

AGAIN ALWAYS REMEMBER there is a difference between TRUE North and 

MAGNETIC North pyramid alignments.  

If you use non-conductive materials in the construction of your pyramid it must be 

aligned squarely with True North.  

Homemade “meditation size” pyramid Bill Hanoski, in Canada. Created out of low-

cost PVP pipe in two days and set to True North, after reading the “how to” 

instructions in our FREE DOWNLOAD http://www/healingpyramidenergy.com 

Bill currently reported he has also been experimenting with building a copper 

pyramid (set directly to Magnetic North); Bill wrote, “When I have the top of the 

pyramid completed, I will send you a picture to show you how it looks. He continued, 

“Yesterday I put a crystal on the top of the copper pyramid and WOW, my head 

started to tingle and energy was running through my body; it was amazing!  Prior to 

that, I only felt a small amount of energy- in comparison.” 
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NOTE:  If you wish to see a photo of Bills finished copper pyramid, with an 18” 

square pyramid base, please contact Bill Hanoski about his pyramid building expertise 

directly by email:  bhanoski@shaw.ca  

 

Chapter 16  

Pyramid Personal User Testimonials 

Note POST from Pyramid of Life Inc.  

Only a small portion of thousands of testimonials received from users of our 

pyramids, water and pyramid matrix, scientists and specialists are presented here on our 

website: http://www.pyramidoflife.com/ Email - info@pyramidoflife.com  

Georgiy Grechko, Russian Astronaut  

I have visited many pyramids in many countries around the world, but after visiting 

Golod’s largest pyramid, my grey hair became darker all of sudden. Alexander Golod is 

the only one who is not simply researching pyramids, but is also using them for practical 

benefits.  

Valarily S., Toronto  

I was about to undergo an operation for removal of kidney stones. I had to wait a few 

months and so I decided to try pyramid matrices. In a few weeks I had sand coming out 

with my urine. The process was long. When I went  for a test, it determined that not only 

kidney stones were gone, but cysts on kidneys as well. You can call me and ask me 

anything you want, but my family and myself can no longer imagine our lives without 

pyramid matrices and our mini-pyramid 

N.P., 46 years old 

Complex fracture as a result of a car accident affected my entire life. It was a miracle 

I survived it. 1.5 years doctors were “gluing” me together piece by piece. Permanent 

disability was being considered. The Great Maternal Pyramid gave me back my normal 

life.  
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A. Polosov 

I felt that the power of mini pyramid helped enhance my immune system. Before, I 

had flu and therefore I decided to test pyramid meditation. My flu was gone after 3 hours.  

P. Gofman 

Five years I have been suffering from migraine. I could not find doctors who could 

help me. Therefore, I came to the Mental Health Care Community Center, where I met 

good specialists. They offered special program of treatments for me. My migraine was 

gone after four months. Now at my home and at my office I use mini pyramid and matrix 

for meditation. The result is a state of absolute inner freedom. 

Frenica Benalucci, Milan 

I work as representative of my company in Moscow. Have been using pyramid water 

for six weeks. After returning back home I kept explaining to friends and family that did 

not undergo any cosmetic surgeries and have been using only pyramid water. I definitely 

look younger and feel great. 

Prof. M. Grosman, director of medical center “Pyramid” 

For more than two years, we have been conducting clinical studies on more than 

5,000 patients who were visiting medical center “Pyramid”. We were also placing 

medicines inside the pyramid. We did not get any negative results. Medical remedies, 

which were inside the pyramid, significantly amplify their effects. 

Claudia S., Florida 

I’m 80 years old. For over 40 years I was suffering from headaches, which was 

located in the right side of the forehead after I got sick with virus flu. None of the 

painkillers worked. I decided to try the effects of the pyramid water and matrices. What a 

miracle! I can’t express my joy without tears, as after 2 hours of keeping a matrix on the 

most painful spot the pain was gone. I have been using pyramid and matrices for the past 

6 months, and I drink pyramid water. My blood pressure has stabilized. It was 180 – 220 

and now, even using the same medications, it’s 120 – 135. I lost 10 lbs. I’m not on any 

special medication or any kind of diet. Every spring, when trees were blooming, I was 

suffering from allergies. This year I had no allergic reactions even when eating fruits, to 

which my organism was especially sensitive. Thanks a lot.  
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Nadia Zinchenko R.N.C.P., D.N.M.  

I have been working with Alexander and (his son) Anatoli Golod for over a year. We 

have formed an International Partnership for Pyramid Research and we are trying to 

make known to the entire world the research findings on the Russian Pyramids. I have 

appeared on many national radio programs to talk about these pyramids and the research. 

In fact, I have done several live radio programs with Anatoli Golod from Moscow. I am 

also including a major section in my book, which will be published this year on the 

Russian Pyramids. It is my opinion that this research has the potential of changing our 

world for the better.  

The research was done by the most prestigious institutes in the former Soviet Union, 

including many branches of the Russian National Academy of Sciences. I am convinced 

that these effects that are reported are real and will be reproduced by other institutions. I 

am also working with the Ukrainian researchers who have been studying these pyramids. 

I have devoted a large part of my time in promoting this work and encouraging peer 

review and additional studies to confirm these results. The benefits for medicine, 

agriculture, and ecology, to name just a few areas are tremendous. I hope together with 

the Golod’s we can continue to do research and confirm the results obtained so far. John 

DeSalvo, Ph.D., Director of the Great Pyramid of Giza Research Association and Co-

Director of the International Partnership for Pyramid Research  

From December 15, 2001 to October 10, 2002 in collaboration with Pyramid of Life 

Inc. we were conducting research to determine the effects of geopathic zones on various 

illnesses. For the research we were using mini-pyramid of Alexander Golod, pyramid 

matrices and pyramid water created according to Alexander Golod’s technology. During 

this period we have researched 37 homes of our patients, who were suffering from 

migraines, insomnia, fibromyalgia, various chronic colds, various types of arthritis, etc. 

In each case we discovered that patients were living in geopathic zones for long periods 

of time. In order to locate these zones we were using a special device called IGA-1 – 

indicator of geopathic anomalies.  

Geopathic zones were disappearing within 5-6 minutes after we were placing a 

pyramid in zones’ centres. After neutralization of geopathic zones, people who lived in 

these houses, were feeling much better. Many unpleasant feelings, such as insomnia, 

migraines, muscle aches, etc. were gone. Results of the research are confirmed by tests 

and measurements by Dr. Voll’s method and by various medical tests. Also, using Dr. 
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Voll’s method we were able to check how pyramids enhance naturopathic remedies. 

Using German device Kiddling-2000 we checked remedies before and after they were 

placed under the pyramid. Remedies, which were under the pyramid for some time 

became more effective, compared to the same remedies, which were not influenced by 

the pyramid. Alexander Golod’s pyramids are the natural, inexpensive and effective way 

of harmonizing space and neutralization of geopathic zones.  

Galina B., Registered Nutritional Consultant, Naturopath  

At first I was skeptical about the advertisement, because in the beginning I could not 

explain to myself how the pyramid “works”. But then I noticed, that water in a jar after 

one day under the pyramid became viscous and dense, as if you are pouring water, which 

was in a freezer. And that means, that pyramid “works” regardless of whether we can 

explain it or not. When I had angina, I gargled with that water and angina went away. - 

Once was enough. - Once, when I burned my hand, I placed it under the pyramid as I was 

advised to do, but was unable to hold it there for a long time because I was feeling a 

stream of hot energy, which was so strong it was burning my hand by itself. I tried it a 

few times, but could not hold it there for more than 5 seconds. Which means it works? I 

place small plants above the pyramid and they “heal” by themselves. Everyone has to try 

it and everyone will get their own results. Even if we cannot explain something, it does 

not necessarily mean that it doesn’t exist.  

Arkadiy Levinski, M.D.  

Dear Pyramid of Life Inc! I would like to share my impressions after using pyramid 

matrices, of which I learned from an ad in a newspaper. I obtained more detailed 

information after a phone conversation with the company’s president, Edward Gorouvein. 

One of my relatives and several of my patients, suffering from unbearable joint pains, 

who had tried various healing methods (physiotherapy, acupuncture, massages, 

injections), acquired pyramid matrices. After one month their pain diminished so much, 

that they were able to move without canes or wheelchairs. The results became more 

apparent after 1-2 weeks. The matrices were especially effective when used in pairs – one 

on opposite sides. Some strange and unexplainable (at least, to me) phenomenon was 

taking place. This phenomenon deserves special attention and further research and 

dissemination, which will help shed light on a new discipline in science and medicine, in 

particular, helping people fight various illnesses, sometimes even avoiding surgical 

operations. Best regards,  
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V.K.  

I’m dealing with a powerful form of electromagnetic pollution. I’ve tried various 

types of devices for protection against electromagnetic radiation. Your products are 

completely harmless, compact, convenient and, what’s more important, very effective.  

Tadeush M., Montreal 

After many years working as a truck driver I started having back problems. I thought 

of quitting my job. I tried matrices and to my surprise they helped. A few months later I 

bought a mini pyramid. Now I have my own business, which has been my dream for 

years.  
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M.K., Tel-Aviv  

… got rid of many women’s problems. These things (matrixes) are really a miracle. 

M.K., Tel-Aviv  

Vera, Milwaukee  

After working for 8 hours daily in front of a computer my son started getting 

headaches, his vision got worse. It took me a long time to convince him to place pyramid 

matrix on his computer. Finally a tremendous relief came. Now we are all using pyramids 

and matrices.  

Karl, Czech Republic 

In the past I was a professional athlete, a volleyball player. After tearing my Achilles 

tendon, I was forced to quit sports. But my injured leg was always bothering me, 

especially at nights. A few days after I started using pyramid the pain had diminished. It’s 

been six months and the pain in my foot is gone. My sleep has normalized. Thanks to all 

the pyramid creators.  

Dr. Oleg Grube  

The matrix helped me get rid of intestines inflammation. 

Elena, Toronto  

Thank you for the pyramid and the matrix. I learned about incredible properties of 

the pyramid from newspapers. And I was glad to know that many people believed in 

healing abilities of the pyramids and helped tell the rest of the world about them. And 

now about my own experience. My organism has many deviations: bronchitis, anemia, 

gastritis, pielonephrit, colitis, and arthritic rheumatism. And for the past 5 years my lower 

back problems have worsened as well. Apparently the vertebrae have shifted. It was 

awful - I am an independent person my nature, but I had to rely on someone else even to 

go to the washroom. I started having chest pains, but wasn’t looking for any remedies. 

But when matrices showed up, it all changed.  

After a couple of months I was able to do simple exercises without anyone else’s 

help, I started taking morning walks, did some tai-chi, then signed up for yoga class. Any 

physical exercises I tried before were deplorable. The first time I put a matrix on, I could 
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not keep it on for more than two hours. Chest pain had increased. I could tolerate it, but I 

was afraid. Decided to do it gradually. Then put it on after a few hours and took off 

already 6 hours later. Then night came and I slept better. After a week and a half the chest 

pain went away. I was changing matrix placement all the time: chest during the day, 

kidneys during the night, lower back in the day and heart for the night.  

The sensations varied. In the beginning I was feeling light prickling in the areas of 

matrices. After an hour I was beginning to feel a growing power as if it concentrated in 

the sore spot. The result was so incredible, that after one week I wanted to place matrices 

all over my poor body. I would like to say that pyramids and matrices not only correct 

deviations, but also increase the overall vitality of the organism. Of course, they are not a 

universal panacea, but they help organism to tune onto the Universal wave of harmony 

and help us live and work in unison with the cosmic energy. In our house everyone wears 

a matrix. My mother is 71 and she has many illnesses, mostly problems with heart, 

kidneys, and varicose veins, etc. She has not taken a matrix off in more than a month and 

she feels great. We charge water under our pyramid and everyone drinks this water and 

uses it to make coffee and tea.  

I also wash myself with the pyramid water. People, who have not seen me in a few 

months, ask me if I just came back from a vacation or if I started using new cosmetics. 

They say I look younger. And I can see for myself that the color of my face and the skin 

texture has improved. Since I put two matrices under my sons’ pillows, they stopped 

complaining about bad dreams and restless nights. Actually, since matrices and the 

pyramid in our family, some changes took place. I live with my two children, my 

husband and my mother. Everyone has attitude, and we had enough nervous breakdowns. 

And now it’s peace and quiet. Everything is discussed in a calm atmosphere. I want to 

say thank you for your help. I hope the others, who know, are also grateful. 

M. Damien, Registered Nutritional Consultant, Professional Kinesiology 

Practitioner 

Golden Section Pyramids harmonize energy fields around them. With the help of 

muscle test (kinesiology), we can measure a relative level of the pyramid energy field. By 

the exponentially increasing scale of 1 to 1000, where death is 1, love is 500, peace is 

600, and full enlightenment or God’s energy is 1000 (see “Power vs. Force” book by 

David R. Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D.), ceramic pyramid was measured with a level of 599, and 

crystal pyramid with a level of 520. Even within a 3-meter radius the ceramic pyramid 
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was measured with a level of 515, based on the above-mentioned scale. Pyramids can 

amplify your thoughts, your intentions in order to help you achieve what you desire in 

heath and other areas of your life. It is wonderful to have a pyramid at home. There are so 

many ways of utilizing it or to have it simply as a friend, who can cheer you up while 

boosting your energy level.  

Nickolai, winemaker 

The wine placed inside the pyramid for 30-60 days shows amazing results in 

comparative tests. Wine tasters always notice wine from the pyramids because of its 

unique taste and aroma. 

Michael and Natalia S., Toronto  

Our problems began after we moved into a new townhouse. I started having back 

pains, insomnia, and my wife started having migraines and heart arrhythmia. She bought 

a super mattress, but it did not help. Visits to the doctors did not help either, decreasing 

pain only temporarily. We started thinking of selling the house. My friends suggested I 

turn to Pyramid Of Life for help. Inspection of our house with a special device revealed a 

presence of a powerful geopathic zone. Mini-pyramid installed in our house solved our 

problem, which seemed unsolvable. Thanks a lot!  

Hans Brunner, Professor of Geophysics, member of the European Dowsers 

Association 

Development of a device for detection of geopathic zones will undoubtedly lead to a 

revolution in dowsing.  

Vasiliy T., Sacramento, CA  

I am a truck driver. This lifestyle does not provide a lot of movement. Thus, 

excessive weight and 6 months ago I started having prostate problems. Used matrices and 

pyramid water for two weeks and all the unpleasant symptoms have disappeared and 

even my weight dropped by 4 lbs. Incredible, but it’s a fact. Thank you very much.  

The N. Family  

10 years of a happy family life were shattered after our move into a new condo. We 

were suffering from nightmares, constant fatigue, depression, and my husband even had 
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hallucinations. In the beginning of this year our relationship was so devastated that we 

started considering a divorce. My husband started sleeping in our living room and 

suddenly started feeling better. This prompted us to call your office. We have no words to 

express our gratitude. With best wishes, the N. family.  

Georgiy K., Kansas 

Thank you, thank you, a thousand times! I spent lots of money on various filters, but 

NEVER have I experienced such effects as I have from the pyramid water. My health 

was declining and with my last hope I bought your matrices. Even after a week of 

drinking your INCREDIBLE water I started feeling better, fatigue and nervousness 

disappeared. After one month, my back, which was constantly nagging, stopped aching. 

In addition to my daily 3 glasses of pyramid water I bought another matrix and placed it 

on my liver. A month after that I saw a brown spot in that area, which quickly dissipated 

and my liver pains were gone. Your water is truly miraculous! Now we bought your 

pyramid and our whole family drinks the water. Health conditions and moods of my wife 

and children are improving in front of my eyes. Thank you! Please tell everyone to stop 

wasting time and start drinking your LIVE water.  

Mayor of Aradippou (Cyprus)  

Excerpt from a speech of Mayor of Aradippou (Cyprus) at the international 

symposium of geopathic zones problems in Larnaka (Cyprus) in 1997. Dear Sirs! On 

behalf of the citizens of our city and from myself personally I would like to express 

sincere gratitude to the developers and creators of a unique device for location of 

geopathic zones, with the help of which we were able to solve the most important 

problem which disturbed us for the past several years.  

This problem – significant increase in the level of mortality among children with 

leukemia in one of the areas of our city. Using this device we checked dozens of 

residential houses, 4 schools and 2 kindergartens and discovered the reason for high 

mortality among children with leukemia – the presence of a powerful geopathic zone, 

which was permeating through the above-mentioned buildings. Scientists’ 

recommendations for protection against geopathic zones using pyramids were also 

effective, which was proved by medical tests. Once again, big thank you.  
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Douglas Whitmore  

I’ve been smoking cigars for 25 years. I acquired matrices in order to store cigars 

without using humidor. I can’t stop admiring the resulting effect. And besides, it’s a lot 

cheaper.  

No Name  

I’m 48 years old. I’ve been smoking for 30 years. I quit many times, but then would 

start again. A friend suggested I get matrices. I haven’t quit smoking yet, but I smoke 

fewer cigarettes per day and I stopped coughing. What’s also incredible is that my wife 

became more tolerant of the cigarette smoke. No name  

Paul B.  

I’m 72. About 5 years ago I built a house-pyramid where I live to this day. Every 

year I go for medical check ups. Doctors can’t stop wondering the state of my health and 

say that I have the youngest red corpuscles in town. And I feel even myself that I’m not 

getting older, quite the opposite. Before I was able to pull myself up 8 times on a 

horizontal bar, but I can do it 45 times without much effort.  

Richard, Florida 

I read a lot about meditation. A couple of times I was able to do something 

spontaneously, but when I tried meditating consciously, I was momentarily falling asleep 

(due to constant stress and not getting enough sleep). Using pyramid it’s very easy.  

V. Curt  

As for me, I think that after pyramid meditation my depression and soul pain were 

gone.  

M. Robbins  

After pyramid meditation I have got the ability to see right and wrong sides if the life 

better.  
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Prof. Egorova  

We were conducting experiments on immunity of a live organism to various 

infections. Pyramid and matrix showed significant increase of immunity of a live 

organism to the most difficult infections (e.g. plague).  

Lidiya P. 

Good day, Pyramid Of Life! My name is Lidiya. Two years ago my family moved to 

the USA from Belarus. It was not easy to start a new life. To top it all off, our health 

declined. Here are the symptoms I had: constant fatigue, hypertension, constipation, 

frequent colds, constant nervousness, loss of hair, significant weight gain. Everyone in 

the family was fighting and we were even thinking of moving back to Belarus. 

Fortunately 6 months ago I bought your pyramid and matrices. It’s incredible, but 

everything is returning to normal and I hope it will stay like that. With great appreciation 

of your good deeds. 

Delegation of monks from Tibet, Japan and Korea 

Dear Mr. Golod! Allow us to express our admiration and gratitude for your 

tremendous work noble cause in the name of all Earthlings. Your pyramid is the most 

harmoniously clean place, with ideal energy, that we have ever encountered.  

A.K., 22 years, hockey player 

After difficult trainings I could not relax for a long time, which started to affect my 

playing abilities and most of the time I was on the bench. But everything changed for the 

better after my brother gave me a mini-pyramid as a present. In the last season I have 

become one of the leading players in my team.  

E.P.  

Your water is a true elixir of life.  

Larisa A., New York 

I am writing to those people, who are still living in 19th century. I am writing to 

those people who like to “eat” 10-20 pills a day and who are thinking that the pills will 

solve their health problems. People, wake up! It is the 21st century and a lot of sick 
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people looking for other than medication. My mother is one of those stubborn old-

fashioned people who don't believe in something new. But when the doctor told my 

mother that she needs the biopsy on her lungs, suddenly she agreed to wear the matrix. In 

two months her lungs have cleared up and two doctors confirmed that.  

My husband fell down the stairs and fractured his rib. He was in pain but refused to 

wear matrix. Finally when he couldn't move and was screaming from pain, he decided to 

wear the matrix. Next morning he was able to get back to work. This is my opinion that 

in the future the matrix and the pyramid itself will be widely used just like vitamins for 

example are used nowadays.  

***** 

http://www.pyramidoflife.com/testimonials.htm  

Pyramid of Life company’s founder, engineer and inventor Edward Gorouvein, 

dedicated many years of his life to research and development of pyramid structures, and 

utilization of pyramid energy in everyday life. His interests are: effects of natural and 

artificial electromagnetic radiation, ecology, harmony in architecture and life.  
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Author's Afterword  

Four  Point “Check List” Review:  

Point 1:  

Are you elated - uplifted and inspired about what you have learned so far about the 

continuous FREE flow healing energy emitted from pyramid structures and how much it 

can do for you and your family and every life form on Earth?  

Are you inspired and motivated to share what you now know with family members 

and dear friends or co-workers etc...?  

IF so—you got the point—and you are already an Honorary Member of this 

worldwide public disclosure MOVEMENT and  may we all go forward - onward and 

upward  !  

Point 2:  

Considering point 1 above, do you agree with me and other disclosure movement 

members that healing PYRAMID energy truly needs to be a HOT  TOPIC worthy of 

daily reports by MAJOR MEDIA outlets all around the world ?  

Since it appears that none of the existing “controlled”  major media outlets 

worldwide  or our likewise fully controlled national governments and their leaders have 

taken any initiative to step up to participate in the creation of structures to supply 

pyramid energy and neither have they disclosed this information to the general public, 

“we the people” must do it.  

As we the 99% of Earth’s population lead . . . the 1% ELITE leaders must follow . . . 

or else surrender and lose their powerful  position of “office”.  

Point 3:  

Let's do it.  

I trust and believe so strongly that with your help and that of those you inform 

through INTERNET social networking, our COLLECTIVE “we the people” 
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MOVEMENT will soon be that invincible force for GOOD (for GOD) on Earth I have so 

clearly envisioned.  

Thank you.  

Point 4:  

If you are like me you can probably hardly wait to start constructing or buying one or 

more pyramids for yourself.  

I have already constructed more than half a dozen various sizes for indoor use and as 

Summer unfolds, my aim is to acquire as many  pyramids  as possible, large enough to be 

able to sit inside and meditate and also some to place in my garden to be on permanent 

display for  the benefit of neighbors and  passers-by.  

May I repeat the concept that each pyramid erected and utilized anywhere globally 

adds energetically and positively to each and all of Earth’s inhabitants by infusing 

powerful healing energy into the collective consciousness. We will all receive bodily 

revitalization and rejuvenation  and will be able to absorb the energies of  sensitive, 

unconditionally loving, peaceful and joyful health as we move into the Golden Age on 

Earth. 

IF you feel that I have adequately addressed the four points mentioned above and you 

are heart-fully or soul-fully motivated to become an active daily  pyramid energy, public 

disclosure member, may I thank you with all my heart, mind and human soul-embodied 

Being.  

If  destiny wills, we may meet and interact face to face in the Golden Age we EACH 

AND ALL CONSCIOUSLY OR UNCONSCIOUSLY envision and serve as we joyfully, 

soulfully, and healthfully “do what we love” and “love what we do.”  

May our dear Mother Earth, soon become resurrected to perhaps even surpass her 

former historically pristine and pollution free state and shine forth as a heavenly Garden 

of Eden in which we all witness the end of all disease and darkness within and around our 

sacredly purged humanly embodied Beings.  

In due time I foresee each and all to become divinely gifted with eternal, perfectly 

healthy, strong, youthful human bodies.  
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Anyone, who makes the conscious choice , may become a fully enlightened Master 

of Light and Wisdom, just as our human  brothers and sisters, Jesus, Mary, Buddha, Anna 

Lee Skarin, Mohammad and many others who are considered to be Ascended Masters. 

Saint Germain, The Tibetan, D.K. and countless unknown other Great Ones have 

demonstrated themselves, throughout the ages, to be divine “way-showers” to all 

Humanity on Earth.  

So be it.  

All is well on Earth We are now caring-ly, sharing-ly, loving-ly making it more-so, 

as each day passes!  

Bless us all. You are.... We are....  

I am, Russ Michael, WE are ONE in the ONENESS of All That Is. 
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Appendix A  

DUE CREDIT: Final Note from Author  

May I hereby announce, through my own passion, zeal and zest, that  which I have 

expressed in this booklet has been scribed by my heart soul and mind to each and all of 

you, whom I love in the ONENESS of All That is.  

May I also  offer due credit to the first introductory DISCLOSURE of the immense 

healing energy of PYRAMID POWER through Patrick Flanagan's bestseller, Pyramid 

Power published in the early 1970s.  

When I told him that I was writing this disclosure booklet, Dr. Patrick Flanagan, the 

Man of Tomorrow, informed me that a new edition of his book, Pyramid Power would 

soon be available again worldwide for our reading pleasure at Amazon.com. So may I ask 

you to take due note of that.  

Due credit is also to be offered to David Wilcock,  presently loved and well known 

worldwide as a profound and seriously dedicated Lightworker. David dedicated two full 

chapters to pyramid research, in his recently published, 535 page bestselling classic, The 

Source Field Investigations, published by DUTTON,.  

David Wilcock is an equally passionate believer, together with myself and Dr. 

Patrick Flanagan, as to the necessity of applying pressure on our major media and 

governments worldwide to “beat the drum” on how FREE healing power of PYRAMID 

ENERGY can heal Earth and all Humanity. FREE ENERGY healing pyramids can lead 

to a totally rejuvenated fully revitalized, crystal clean, Earth.  

Good (God) knowledge IS POWER, but only when good (God) knowledge is used. .  

Finally, I wish  to offer due , appreciative credit to the immensely  researched, 

carefully proven and well-documented discoveries made by “leading edge” Russian 

scientists, and all other peers in  USA, Canada, and may other nations worldwide. Credit 

and gratitude to Dr. Alexander Godol and his son Anatoli Golod, in partnership with Dr. 

John DeSalvo's Giza Pyramid Research Association. My tributes too, to the  following  

scientists ; Dr. V. Krasnoholovets, Dr. V. Byckovx, Edward Gorouvein, researcher 

Maxim Yakovenko, and countless dedicated pyramid power  researchers and developers 

worldwide, unknown to me by name at this date.  
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Bless your giving, sharing warm hearts!  

 

Appendix B 

ADDED CONTACT INFO: web sites, email addresses, etc.  

Age-Reversal@aon.at - Russ Michael - ASK here to subscribe to my daily FREE email 

“Message from Michael - Worldwide Newsletter” posted to thousands worldwide or to 

share MOVEMENT growth expansion ideas  

http://www.healingpyramidenergy.com  

Worldwide MOVEMENT & Worldwide PETITION web site. 

http://www.goldenkeylibrary.info - Golden Key Library Download FREE 30+ Russ 

Michael 'spiritual and self-help' Ebooks - anyone, anywhere, worldwide  

http://ww.phisciences.com - Dr. Patrick Flanagan Website  

www.DivineCosmos.com - David Wilcock Website  

info@pyramidoflife.com - Email contact  

http://www.pyramidoflife.com/ - Pyramid of Life Website  

drjohn@gizapyramid.com - John DeSalvo, Ph.D., Director  

http://www.inerton.kiev.ua - V. Krasnoholovets' Home page 

http://www.piramidasunca.ba/eng/home-en.html?view=featured    Sam Osmanagich, 

Bosnia Pyramid discoverer 

bhanoski@shaw.ca – Bill Hanoski-built meditation-size pyramid in 2 days  

http://mail.GOOGLE.com - Google for Pyramid info here  

“Pyramid Power” Author/Scientist Patrick Flanagan  

***More than 1.2 million viewers already.... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=km65_ejiUR8  
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 Pyramid Info; THE PYRAMID CODE 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugWCRliG4Rg&feature=player_embedded  

3 Hr - 32 min. - 43 sec Woweeeeeee!!! (TRUE PYRAMID HISTORY)  

721,302 views - May 1, 2013  
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Appendix C 

“We Are One” Poem by Kathy Coles 

A timely, so very appropriate poem from an active, gifted Lightworker and one of my 

daily subscribers, Kathy Coles, in Australia.  

I am so delighted to share this lovely “disclosure” poem with you. Published on 

March 13, 2013.  

Please enjoy and share this poem widely here, as recited by dear Kathy Coles herself 

from a rolling printed text—as she recites the poem—against an exquisitely beautiful bed 

of tulips background: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSJUK4YZ6LI&feature=youtu.be  

 

We Are One  

I look at the world and the state we’re in  

 And I feel a sense of unease within  

Where did we go wrong I sit and wonder  

 How did we this beautiful planet plunder  

So much skillfully crafted by a loving God’s hand  

 Yet destruction and warring created by Man  

The problem I find, and you may agree  

 Is that I see you as different from me  

So many illusions borne of hardened dark hearts  

 With the intention to keep us all far apart  

From race, religion and education  

 To status and wealth and political persuasion  

The have’s and have not’s, the colour of skin  

 All cleverly designed to segregate once again  

For the game we call life, they have set all the rules  

 Where the house always wins and the rest of us lose  

The plan has worked well for the top of the heap  

 The rich, the royal and the corporate elite  
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Who play with far different rules to the man on the street  

 Few will believe the depth of the deeds  

That feed their power and insatiable greed  

 From poisoning our land, skies, food and water  

To sending our children off to be slaughtered  

 Who wins from the wars? Did you think to ask?  

Just follow the money it’s not such a task  

 The same people control the finance and banks  

They take all your taxes without even a thanks  

 All of the drugs, legal or not  

Are just a small part of their lucrative crop  

 Media, governments and education  

Now do you wonder what’s in vaccination?  

 “Keep the people dumbed down and they won’t even see  

The dastardly deeds we’ve been doing with glee  

 Feed them plenty of rubbish to watch on TV  

It’s easy when you own the media you see  

 Xbox and playstation to train them to fight  

Then let them loose on each other to see who is right  

 Feed them coke and Maccas and KFC  

Get them dependant on drugs and security  

 Give them IPods and Facebook to fill their time  

Big Brother and magazines to educate their minds  

 Sex, gossip and sports to keep them amused  

Gambling and soapies and don’t forget booze  

 It’s a win win for sure, how can we lose  

They’ll be so busy working and accumulating stuff  

 Keeping up with the Jones’s, just can’t get enough  

We’ll create some events to keep them in fear  

 Then erode all their freedoms year after year  

But all in the name of protection my dear  

 Keep them drugged and sedated and with any luck  

We can keep control and all make a buck  

 With their blind obedience we’ll make their lives suck  

But God only help us if they ever wake up  

 So who are these people who seem hell sent?  
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They are the mighty and powerful one percent  

 Have you had enough yet, are you ready to fight  

Not dirty like them, in the dark of the night  

 But using God’s tools of love and light  

What if we just stopped playing their game  

 Their power would be gone, they’d be totally lame  

Like monopoly, life can’t be played by just one  

 We can turn our backs on their smoking gun  

On this planet we’re taught to look with our eyes  

 To judge and condemn and criticize  

But if I look at you through your eyes to your soul  

 And use my heart instead to measure our roles  

I see that in reality we have the same goals  

 I care not what colour your skin  

I don’t mind what religion you’re in  

 Whether you’re rich or known by your fame  

I don’t care what letters come after your name  

 Because, to me, you and I are both the same  

I’m no better than you for the car I drive  

 And we all have an equal right to survive  

We bleed, we cry  

 We laugh and we try  

We may look a bit different I can’t deny  

 But we are all the same on the inside  

We all want a world where we live in peace  

 Food and shelter for all at the very least  

Where our children are safe to play in the streets  

 Clean water and air and food on the table  

A lifestyle that’s free and a home that is stable  

 Where all contribute whatever they are able  

To never have our sons go off to war  

 To settle someone else’s illusory score  

And to have someone who loves us walk through the door  

 It’s time to look after our planet Earth  

Instead of exploiting her for all she’s worth  

 She’s the one that supports us from birth to death  
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And lovingly provides our very breath  

 We are all a part of the human family  

We can learn from each other and celebrate diversity  

 Let’s get together and plan a future in unity  

Let’s break down the barriers that keep us apart  

 And go back to the dictates decreed by our hearts  

There’s a light inside each that shines like the sun  

 And keeps us ever and always connected as ONE  

As children of God we all have that spark  

 That is there to guide us through life and out of the dark  

If we all start to listen to that small voice within  

 We can claim back our sovereignty and change EVERYTHING  

It’s time to wake up now. It’s not too late  

 We now have a chance to change our fate  

We can create a bright future for the human race  

 And restore love and respect to this wonderful place  

We have safety in numbers, we’re the 99 percent  

 If we love all as ourselves, as was the intent  

Then the good will prevail and the darkness be spent  

 When God said “You are the ones you’ve been waiting for”’  

I think that’s what he meant......................For sure.  

© 2013 Kathy Coles - All Rights reserved worldwide 

DISCLOSURE! DISCLOSURE! DISCLOSURE is the heart and soul aim of our 

worldwide FREE HEALING ENERGY FROM  PYRAMIDS MOVEMENT.  
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Please spread the news that this “Healing Pyramid Power Booklet” in English,   may 

be downloaded for FREE, at any one of these four websites:  

PYRAMID STORM SHIELD SHELTER (PSSS) 

MOVEMENT website: 

   http://www.healingpyramidenergy.com 

Tree of the Golden Light website: 

   http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/Pyramid/pyramid.htm 

Russ Michael’s Golden Key Library website: 

   http://www.goldenkeylibrary.info OR  

   http://www.russmichaelrecommends.info  

FREE Download Worldwide of more than 30 Russ Michael spiritual and self-help 

Ebooks. 

 

© 2013 Russ Michael - All Rights Reserved Worldwide  

********************************************** 

 

DDIISSCCLLAAIIMMEERR  

All information posted in this book, Healing Pyramid Energy or at our Golden Key 

Library website is the opinion of the author and other very reliable sources and is for 

educational purposes only. It is not to be construed as medical advice. Only a licensed 

medical doctor can legally offer medical advice in the United States. Consult the healer 

of your choice for medical care and advice.  

 


